LIMITED WARRANTY

Euro-Dor, Legacy, Roaring Twenties Series, Roaring Twenties Raised Panel, Presidential Raised Panel

ONE-YEAR DOOR WARRANTY, LIMITED SECTION EXTENDED WARRANTY, AND LIMITED LIFETIME DOOR SECTION EXTENDED WARRANTY

(a) Seller’s Obligation:

WARRANTY: Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties Carriage House Doors made using our Vinyl Composite Technology (VCT) are guaranteed to be free of commercial defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one year following shipment to the original purchaser, proof of purchase is required. Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties will repair or replace at its option any material which proves to be defective under normal use provided it has been left in its natural white condition, factory finished, field finished white, or field finished in any other color with the AquaSur Tech DIY kit. Any door to be finished needs to be purchased as the Paintable Upgrade. The warranty does not apply to any damage or deterioration caused by abuse or misuse, failure to provide reasonable and necessary maintenance, improper installation or handling of garage door or electric garage door opener, fire, hail, flood, wind or any other acts of God or nature, failure due to use of incorrect paint applied after manufacture and distribution, alterations and/or additions to door, or environmental conditions, including, but not limited to: (1) areas subject to fallout or exposure to corrosive chemicals, fumes, ash, cement dust, animal waste, or foreign substances, (2) areas subject to water runoff from lead, copper, or galvanic metal flashing, and (3) areas subject to excessive abrasion such as exposure to windborne sand and other harsh particles.

This warranty is for installations of complete garage doors for single-family residences, residential condominium or similar residential multi-family housing. It does not apply to commercial, industrial, or non-residential uses.

Any charges for freight, removal, installation, or labor shall be the responsibility of the original purchaser. Material shall be returned freight prepaid to Whitehouse, New Jersey during the term of said guarantee period. Material adjudged defective by Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties will be repaired or replaced at Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties’ option and expense and will be returned freight prepaid. Materials not properly finished, not used in a normal manner, or materials that have been abused or damaged will be repaired or replaced at the customer’s expense, and shipped freight collect.
Limited Door Section Extended Warranties: Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties further warrants the PVC Composite sections for a period of 15 years not to crack, split, or peel, providing the sections have been left natural white, factory finished white, or field finished white. Exterior latex paint is recommended and it is not necessary to use “safe for vinyl” paints with the color white. Sections finished in any other color are warranted for a period of 10 years provided they are either factory finished by Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties or field finished with the AquaSur Tech DIY kit. Field finishing in any color other than white requires a “Paintable Upgrade” door to be purchased and the AquaSur Tech DIY kit used. Use of any other paint product will void your warranty. Warranties are nontransferable.

Limited Lifetime Door Section Extended Warranty: Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties further warrants the PVC Composite sections in the above mentioned products against water absorption, rotting, termite damage, and rusting through for life. Warranties are nontransferable.

If the need does arise to replace a section or sections, they will be provided as originally purchased from Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties. If they were ordered unfinished, they will be replaced as such. If they were ordered factory finished, they will be replaced as such. Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties cannot guarantee the new finished sections will exactly match the existing, as paint does fade over time. In addition, new unfinished sections may be a slightly different color white than the existing section(s). Fimbel Architectural Doors Specialties accepts no responsibility for this and recommends the doors to be painted white. This will ensure consistent color and is an absolute benefit. This in no way is a detriment to the door and in no way affects the warranty.

(b) Disclaimer: This document sets forth the only warranty applicable sold hereunder. No other representation or warranty on the part of the seller, expressed or implied, shall apply to the product or to their performance, all such warranties (including any warranty of merchantability or fitness for any purpose) being hereby disclaimed. In no event shall Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties be liable for consequential or incidental damages.

KEEP THIS DOCUMENT FOR YOUR RECORDS – DO NOT RETURN
Fimbel Architectural Door Specialties
P.O Box 96
Whitehouse, NJ 08888
908-534-1732

Name of Installation Company: _________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________________
City: _________________________________________________________________
State: ________________________
Date: ________________________
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